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3pp®
NEW!

Thumb Brace
Introducing a new benchmark in the design
of a soft CMC and MCP support that’s
loaded with great features.
The NEW 3pp Prima Thumb Brace offers
optimal support with a fully adjustable
strapping system, memory-stretch material,
and a removable dorsal stay. We are sure
this will be your new go-to thumb brace
to relieve CMC and MCP discomfort and
instability.

Thumb strap
allows for fully
adjustable support
Binding prevents
fraying for long
lasting wear

Features and Benefits
Removable stay
adds CMC and
MCP support
Memory-stretch fabric
provides a contoured fit

Easy-On Tab for
easy one-handed
application

Foam-lined material
is breathable and
water repellent

Contoured strap
applies optimal
support

Indications
CMC & MCP Arthritis
Ligament Injuries
Overuse Injuries
Suggested Billing Code
HCPCS code L3924
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Hook tabs secure the
strap for consistent support

Sizing Information
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Applying the 3pp Prima Thumb Brace

Slide thumb into the brace

Close the thumb strap with
light tension

Hold the flap in place as
you grasp and attach the
Easy-On Tab

Grasp the strap or the
edge of the flap and pull
the brace closed

Stretch the strap lightly and
bring the strap around the
base of your thumb

Continue lightly stretching
the strap around your thumb
and over your web space

Bring the strap around the
base of your thumb and attach
the tab

The bendable plastic stay
can be removed from the
interior pocket as needed

What makes this orthosis a better option for treating my patient’s thumb pain?
#1 Comfort - Non-bulky, foam-lined material has natural memory so straps do not need to be pulled
tight for a comfortable, customizable support. Binding eliminates fraying and breathable material
helps dissipate heat.
#2 Fit - Straps attach anywhere on the loop material for a fully adjustable fit. Easy-On Tab makes
applying the splint easy, and the wrap around thumb strap conforms around the CMC and MCP
joints without restricting motion.
#3 Function - Carefully designed to conform in the palm so fingers are free for unimpeded
function. The contoured thumb strap supports the CMC and MCP joints when pinching or gripping.

To Order from 3-Point Products
Health Care Providers
888-378-7763

Online Ordering
Patients & Consumers
www.ohmyarthritis.com

Mon-Fri 8:30am - 5:00pm EST

service@3pointproducts.com
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